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Basis of osmologySubjet of osmology:general properties of the present Universe at large sales, itspast and future3 "whales" on whih "old" lassi osmology is based:1. The Einstein gravity (General Theory of Relativity)Gravitational �eld is desribed by a spae-time metrisatisfying the Einstein equations.Veri�ed with � 10�4 auray in Solar system experiments.Gravitational radiation from double radio-pulsars.



2. Approximate homogeneity and isotropy of the Universea) spae-time metri:v = H0r; H0 = (70� 3) kms �Mpthe Hubble law with H0 - isotropib) matter:isotropi spatial distribution of galaxies and lusters, isotropyof galaxy ounts;isotropy of the X-ray bakground) radiation (CMB):blak-body with the almost isotropiT = (2:72548� 0:00057)K3. Hot past (Big Bang)



Change from the "old" to "new" standardosmology1. Understanding that all 3 basi foundations are approximate.a) There exist natural generalizations of the Einsteinequations, and we need them.b) The Universe may be and generially is indeed veryanisotropi and homogeneous at very large sales notobservable now.) The very early Universe may still be "old".2. Disovery of two new kinds of dark "entities": dark matterand dark energy.3. Disovery of two new periods in the evolution of theUniverse in the very remote past and at the present time whenits expansion is aelerated.



Present matter ontent of the UniverseIn terms of the ritial density�rit = 3H208�G � 0:9� 10�29 g=m3; 
i = �i�rit ; Pi 
i = 1(negleting spatial urvature - less than 0.7%):I Baryons (p,n) and leptons (e�) 5%No primordial antimatter.I Photons () 4� 10�5T = (2:72548� 0:00057)KI 3 types of neutrinos (�e ; ��; �� ) < 0:5%Xi m�i < 0:23 eV; Xi m�i = 94
�h2 eV:I Non-relativisti non-baryoni dark matter � 25%I Dark energy � 70%



Four epohs of the history of the UniverseH � _aa where a(t) is a sale fator of an isotropihomogeneous spatially at universe (aFriedmann-Robertson-Walker bakground):ds2 = dt2 � a2(t)(dx2 + dy 2 + dz2) :The history of the Universe in one line aording to thepresent paradigm:? �! DS=)FRWRD=)FRWMD=)DS �! ?j _Hj << H2=) H = 12t =) H = 23t =) j _Hj << H2p � �� =) p = �=3 =) p � � =) p � ��



Dark matterDark matter and dark energy are seen through gravitationalinteration only { we know the struture of their e�etiveenergy-momentum tensor.DM - non-relativisti, gravitationally lustered.DE - relativisti, unlustered.De�nition of their e�etive EMT { through equations(onventional).DM - through the generalized Poisson equation:4�a2 = 4�G (�� �0(t)):�(r; t) is measured using the motion of 'test partiles' in it.a) Stars in galaxies ! rotation urves.b) Galaxies ! peuliar veloities.) Hot gas in rih galaxy lusters ! X-ray pro�les.d) Photons ! gravitational lensing (strong and weak).



Observations: DM is non-relativisti, has a dust-like EMT {p � � = �2; p > 0, ollisionless in the �rst approximation {�=m < 1 m2=g, and has the same spatial distribution asvisible matter for sales exeeding a few Mp.Ground experiments: very weakly interating with baryonimatter, � < 10�43 m2 for m � (50� 100) GeV.



Dark energyTwo ases where DE shows itself:1) ination in the early Universe { primordial DE,2) present aelerated expansion of the Universe { present DE.Quantitative and internally self-onsistent de�nition of itse�etive EMT - through gravitational �eld equationsonventionally written in the Einstein form:18�G �R�� � 12 Æ��R� = � �T �� (vis) + T �� (DM) + T �� (DE)� ;G = G0 = onst - the Newton gravitational onstantmeasured in laboratory.In the absene of diret interation between DM and DE:T �� (DE);� = 0 :



Possible forms of DEI Physial DE.New non-gravitational �eld of matter. DE proper plae {in the rhs of gravity equations.I Geometrial DE.Modi�ed gravity. DE proper plae { in the lhs of gravityequations.I � - intermediate ase.Generially, DE an be both physial and geometrial, e.g. inthe ase of a non-minimally oupled salar �eld or, moregenerially, in salar-tensor gravity. So, there is no alternative"(either) dark energy or modi�ed gravity".



Bakground evolutionNegleting the spatial urvature (less than 0:7% of the ritialdensity): ds2 = dt2 � a2(t)(dx2 + dy 2 + dz2)The reonstrution programme: determination of the Universeevolution in the past from observational data.The basi quantity to be found: the Hubble parameter H � _aaas a funtion of redshift z � a(t0)a � 1.All omponents of the Riemann tensor an be expressedthrough H(z) and dH(z)dz .



EMT of present DE from the de�nition above:�DE = 3H208�G (h2(z)� 
m0(1 + z)3)pDE = 3H208�G ��h2(z) + 13 dh2(z)dz �where h(z) = H(z)H0 ; H0 = H(t0) is the Hubble onstant and
m0 is the present density of non-relativisti matter in termsof the ritial one.The DE e�etive equation of state wDE � pDE�DE .wDE > �1 { normal ase,wDE < �1 { phantom ase,wDE � �1 { the exat osmologial onstant.



Luminosity distane from SNIaThe largest lean set at present: the Union 2.1 set (H. Suzukiet al., Astroph. J. 746, 85, (2012)): onsists of 580 type Iasupernovae sampling the redshift range 0:015 � z � 1:414. Itprovides us with the luminosity distaneDL(z) = (1 + z) R z0 dzH(z) .H�1(z) = ddz �Dl(z)1 + z �The main problem of the reonstrution programme:di�erentiation is not a proper operation in the presene ofobservational errors.



Ways to avoids it:I Comparison of onrete theoretial models with data.I Best �t to some arbitrary hosen analytial expressions forH(z) or wDE . The most widely known is the CPL(Chevallier-Polarski-Linder) �twDE = w0 + w1 z1 + z.I Smoothing.Many working proposals, e.g. A. Sha�eloo et al., MNRAS300, 1081 (2006) and A. Sha�eloo, arXiv:1204.1109.I The prinipal omponents method and many others.



Aousti osillations in matter and CMBperturbation spetraOrigin of the e�et: the Universe was isotropi at least fromthe BBN time �! half of large-sale salar (density)perturbations { the so alled deaying mode { are absent.Standing aousti waves at the radiation-dominated stage.I. Aousti osillations in CMB angular temperatureutuations (the e�et is seen in CMB polarization, too).Leads to a very aurate measured shift parameterR =p
m0 Z zre0 dzh(z) = 1:725� 0:018(E. Komatsu et al., Astroph. J. Suppl. 192, 18 (2011)).Preise but degenerate test.





II. Baryon aousti osillations (BAO).Large galaxy atalogs are needed. What is obtained is thefollowing e�etive distane measure:DV (z) = H�10 " zh(z) �Z z0 dxh(x)�2#1=3Measured for 6 points by now:z = 0:106; 0:2; 0:35; 0:44; 0:6; 0:73 { from SDSS DR7(W. J. Persival et al., MNRAS 401, 2148 (2010)), WiggleZ(C. Blake et al., MNRAS 415, 2892 (2011); MNRAS 418,1707 (2011)) and 6dFGS (F. Beutler et al., MNRAS 416,3017 (2011)) atalogs.



Null diagnostisAim: falsifying the osmologial onstant with minimalassumptions.The Om harateristi (V. Sahni, A. Sha�eloo andA. A. Starobinsky, Phys. Rev. D 78, 103502 (2008), see alsoC. Zunkel and C. Clarkson, Phys. Rev. Lett. 101, 181301(2008)): Om(z1; z2) = h2(z1)� h2(z2)(1 + z1)3 � (1 + z2)3If Om onsidered as a funtion of one of its arguments (withthe seond one being �xed) is identially onstant, then themodel is the �CDM one and Om = 
m0. Its alulation doesnot require the knowledge of the values of H0 and 
m0.



Its variant ustomized for the usage of BAO data: the Om3diagnosti (A. Sha�eloo, V. Sahni and A. A. Starobinsky,Phys. Rev. D 86, 103527 (2012)):Om3(z1; z2; z3) = Om(z1; z2)Om(z2; z3)where z2 lies between z1 and z3. If Om3 onsidered as afuntion of z2 for �xed z1 and z3 is identially equal to unity,then the model is the �CDM one one more.



Outome of all observationsT �� (DE) is very lose to �Æ�� for the onrete solution desribingour Universe; j < wDE > +1j . 0:1at 1� on�dene level. E.g., wDE = �1:008� 0:085 assumingwDE = onst and 
k = 0 (D. Parkinson et al.,arXiv:1210.2130). Thus, at the present level of knowledge onlyone onstant is needed for quantitative desription of presentDE.In the language of "oinidenes" { present DE introduesonly one new oinidene as yet.



Four fundamental osmologial onstantsOne-to-one relation to the four epohs of the history of theUniverse.A fundamental theory beyond eah of these onstants.I Charateristi amplitude of primordial salar (adiabati)perturbations.�2� = 2:2� 10�9 ; Ps(k) = Z �2�k dkTheory of initial onditions { ination.I Baryon to photon ratio.nbn = 6:01� 10�10 
bh20:0022 � 2:725T(K)�3Theory of baryogenesis.



I Baryon to total non-relativisti matter density.�b�m = 0:167 
b0:05 0:3
mTheory of dark matter.I Energy density of present dark energy.�DE = �DE2 = 6:44� 10�30 
DE0:70 �H070�2 g=m3G 2~�DE7 = 1:25� 10�123 
DE0:70 �H070�2Theory of present dark energy (of a osmologialonstant).



The minimal present standard osmologial model�CDM + (K = 0)+(sale-invariant adiabati perturbations)ontains two more parameters:I H0 { not a onstant, but a present value of H(t);I � � 0:09 { optial width after reombination { aonstant, but not fundamental.4 fundamental osmologial onstants =) no more than 4osmologial "oinidenes", all other "oinidenes" existalready at the level of usual laboratory physis.



New onstant disoveredObservations tend to inrease the number of fundamentalonstants, but theory an ounterat it by "uni�ation", byexpressing these new onstants through already existing ones.With the Plank and WMAP9 CMB data:ns(k)� 1 � d lnPs(k)d ln k = �0:040� 0:007There exist inationary models of the early Universe inludingthe pioneer R + R2=(6M2) one (Starobinsky, 1980) whihpredit just this value theoretially, so no need in the inreaseof the number of fundamental onstants.



Salar-tensor models of dark energyStill no need to go beyond Einstein (General Theory ofRelativity + a osmologial onstant + hydrodynami matter(dust, radiation)) to desribe dark matter and present darkenergy. However, primordial dark energy driving the de Sitter(= inationary) stage in the early Universe may not bedesribed by a osmologial onstant sine it should beunstable (though suÆiently metastable). Thus, we have to gobeyond Einstein at least in this plae.A new salar degree of freedom is needed, both for an exitfrom the �rst de Sitter stage and for quantum generation ofsalar (adiabati) perturbations. Natural and long well knowngeneri extension: salar-tensor gravity.



In the Jordan (physial) frameL = 12 (F (�)R + g��������)� U(�) + Lm(g��)Equations for the spatially at FLRW model with the salefator a(t): 3FH2 = �m + _�22 + U � 3H _F�2F _H = �m + _�2 + �F � H _F�� + 3H _� + dUd� � 3( _H + 2H2) dFd� = 0where H = _aa ( only two of them are independent).



Partiular ases1. F = 1�2 = onst; �2 = 8�G .Einstein gravity soured by a minimally oupled salar �eldwith some potential.2. F = 1�2 � ��2.Non-minimally oupled salar �eld.3. The limiting ase of a very large F when the salar �eldkineti term may be negleted: f (R) gravity.L = f (R)2�2 ; f (R) = �2(FR � 2U)where �(R) is determined from the equationF 0(�)R = 2U 0(�).



Conformal duality of vauum salar-tensor gravityto the Einstein gravity with a minimally oupledsalar �eldConformal transformation to the Einstein frame:ĝ�� = �2Fg�� ; Û = U(�2F )2 d �̂d�!2 = 2F + 3F 022�2F 2However, free partiles in the Einstein frame do not followspae-time geodesis, they are oupled to the salar �eld, too.



FRW dynamis with a salar �eldIn the absene of spatial urvature and other matter, it an beredued to the �rst order Hamilton-Jaobi-like equation forH(�): 23�2 �dHd��2 = H2 � �23 U(�)Time dependene is determined using the relationt = ��22 Z �dHd���1 d�However, during osillations of �, H(�) aquires non-analytibehaviour of the type onst +O(j�� �1j3=2) at the pointswhere _� = 0, and then the orret mathing with anothersolution is needed.Due to onformal duality, the same refers to FRW dynamis ingeneri salar-tensor gravity.



Inationary slow-roll dynamisSlow-roll ours if: j��j � Hj _�j; _�2 � U, and then j _Hj � H2.Neessary onditions: jU 0j � �U; jU 00j � �2U. ThenH2 � �2U3 ; _� � U 03H ; N � ln afa � �2 Z ��f UU 0 d�First obtained in A.A. Starobinsky, Sov. Astron. Lett. 4, 82(1978) in the V = m2�22 ase and for a bouning model.



General sheme of generation of perturbationsA genuine quantum-gravitational e�et: a partiular ase ofthe e�et of partile-antipartile reation by an externalgravitational �eld. Requires quantization of a spae-timemetri. Similar to eletron-positron reation by an eletri�eld. From the diagrammati point of view: an imaginary partof a one-loop orretion to the propagator of a gravitational�eld from all quantum matter �elds inluding the gravitational�eld itself, too.One spatial Fourier mode / e ikr is onsidered.For sales of astronomial and osmologial interest, the e�etours at the primordial de Sitter (inationary) stage whenk � a(t)H(t) where k � jkj (the �rst Hubble radius rossing).



After that, for a very long period when k � aH until theseond Hubble radius rossing (whih ours rather reently atthe FRWRD or FRWMD stages), there exist one mode ofsalar (adiabati, density) perturbations and two modes oftensor perturbations (primordial gravitational waves) for whihmetri perturbations are onstant (in some gauge) andindependent of (unknown) loal mirophysis due to theausality priniple.In this regime in the oordinate representation:ds2 = dt2 � a2(t)(Ælm + hlm)dx ldkm; l ;m = 1; 2; 3hlm = 2�(r)Ælm + g(r)elm; e ll = 0; g;le lm = 0; elme lm = 1



Classial-to-quantum transition
Quantum-to-lassial transition: in fat, metri perturbationshlm are quantum (operators in the Heisenberg representation)and remain quantum up to the present time. But, afteromitting of a very small part, deaying with time, they beomeommuting and, thus, equivalent to lassial (-number)stohasti quantities with the Gaussian statistis (up to smallterms quadrati in �; g).



Spetral preditions of the one-�eld inationarysenario in GRSalar (adiabati) perturbations:P�(k) = H4k4�2 _�2 = GH4k�j _Hjk = 128�G 3V 3k3V 02kwhere the index k means that the quantity is taken at themoment t = tk of the Hubble radius rossing during inationfor eah spatial Fourier mode k = a(tk)H(tk). Through thisrelation, the number of e-folds from the end of ination bakin time N(t) transforms to N(k) = ln kfk .The spetral slopens(k)� 1 � d lnP�(k)d ln k = 18�G  2 V 00kVk � 3�V 0kVk�2!



Tensor perturbations - primordial gravitational waves (A.A.Starobinsky, JETP Lett. 50, 844 (1979)):Pg (k) = 16GH2k� ; ng (k) � d lnPg (k)d ln k = � 18�G �V 0kVk�2The onsisteny relation:r(k) � PgP� = 16j _Hk jH2k = 8jng(k)jTensor perturbations are always suppressed by at least thefator � 8=N ompared to salar ones where N = (50� 60) isthe number of e-folds between the �rst Hubble radius rossingduring ination of the present Hubble sale and the end ofination.



Combined results from Plank and otherexperimentsP. A. R. Ade et al., arXiv:1303.5082



Remaining modelsI. Disfavoured at 95% and more CL.1. Sale-free (or, the Harrison-Zeldovih) spetrum ns = 1.2. Power-law ination (exponential V (�)).3. Power-law V (�) / �n with n � 2.II. Lying between 68% and 95% CL.1. Other monomial potentials.2. New ination (or, the hill-top model withV (�) = V0 � ��44 ).3. Natural ination.



III. Most favoured: models with ns � 1 = 2N � 0:04 andr � 8jns � 1j.1. R + R2 model (A.A. Starobinsky, Phys. Lett. B 91, 99(1980)).2. A salar �eld model with V (�) = ��44 at large � and strongnon-minimal oupling to gravity �R�2 with � < 0; j�j � 1,inluding the Higgs inationary model.3. Minimally oupled (GR) models with a very at V (�): ifns � 1 = 2N and r � 8jns � 1j for all N, then:V (�) = V0 + V1 exp(����); � = p8�Gwith � not very small.All these models have r � 10=N2, namely r = 12N2 � 0:4% forthe models 1 and 2, and r = 8�2N2 for the third model.



f (R) gravityThe simplest model of modi�ed gravity (= geometrial darkenergy) onsidered as a phenomenologial marosopi theoryin the fully non-linear regime and non-perturbative regime.S = 116�G Z f (R)p�g d4x + Smf (R) = R + F (R); R � R�� :One-loop orretions depending on R only (not on itsderivatives) are assumed to be inluded into f (R). Thenormalization point: at laboratory values of R where thesalaron mass (see below) ms � onst.



Field equations18�G �R�� � 12 Æ��R� = � �T �� (vis) + T �� (DM) + T �� (DE)� ;where G = G0 = onst is the Newton gravitational onstantmeasured in laboratory and the e�etive energy-momentumtensor of DE is8�GT �� (DE) = F 0(R)R���12 F (R)Æ��+�r�r� � Æ��rr�F 0(R) :Beause of the need to desribe DE, de Sitter solutions in theabsene of matter are of speial interest. They are given bythe roots R = RdS of the algebrai equationRf 0(R) = 2f (R) :



Degrees of freedomI. In quantum language: partile ontent.1. Graviton { spin 2, massless, transverse traeless.2. Salaron { spin 0, massive, mass - R-dependent:m2s (R) = 13f 00(R) in the WKB-regime.II. Equivalently, in lassial language: number of free funtionsof spatial oordinates at an initial Cauhy hypersurfae.Six, instead of four for GR { two additional funtions desribemassive salar waves.Thus, f (R) gravity is a non-perturbative generalization of GR.It is equivalent to salar-tensor gravity with !BD = 0 (iff 00(R) 6= 0).



Bakground FRW equations in f (R) gravityds2 = dt2 � a2(t) �dx2 + dy 2 + dz2�H � _aa ; R = 6( _H + 2H2)The trae equation (4th order)3a3 ddt �a3df 0(R)dt �� Rf 0(R) + 2f (R) = 8�G (�m � 3pm)The 0-0 equation (3d order)3H df 0(R)dt � 3( _H + H2)f 0(R) + f (R)2 = 8�G�m



Most favoured inationary models in f (R) gravity1. The simplest one (Starobinsky, 1980):f (R) = R + R26M2with small one-loop quantum gravitational orretionsproduing the salaron deay via the e�et ofpartile-antipartile reation by gravitational �eld (so allpresent matter is reated in this way).During ination (H � M): H = M26 (tf � t); j _H j � H2.The only parameter M is �xed by observations { by theprimordial amplitude of adiabati (density) perturbations inthe gravitationally lustered matter omponent:M = 3:0� 10�6MPl (50=N) ;where N � (50� 55), MPl = pG � 1019 GeV.



ns = 1� 2N � 0:96r = 12N2 � 0:004.2. Generi f (R) inationary model having ns = 1� 2N ; r � 10N2 .For large R, f (R) = R26M2 + CR2��p3=2. Less natural, has one more free parameter, but still possible.



One viable mirophysial model leading to suhform of f (R)A non-minimally oupled salar �eld with a large negativeoupling � (for this hoie of signs, �onf = 16):L = R16�G � �R�22 + 12�;��;� � V (�); � < 0; j�j � 1 :Leads to f 0 > 1.Reent development: the Higgs inationary model(F. Bezrukov and M. Shaposhnikov, 2008). In the limitj�j � 1, the Higgs salar tree level potential V (�) = �(�2��20)24just produes f (R) = 116�G �R + R26M2� with M2 = �=24��2Gand �2 = j�jR=� (for this model, j�jG�20 � 1).



SM loop orretions to the tree potential leads to � = �(�),then the same expression for f (R) follows withM2 = �(�(R))24��2G  1 +O�d ln�(�(R))d ln� �2! :.The approximate shift invariane �! �+ ;  = onstpermitting slow-roll ination for a minimally oupled inatonsalar �eld transforms here to the approximate sale(dilatation) invariane�! �; R ! 2R; x� ! x�=; � = 0; ::3in the physial (Jordan) frame. Of ourse, this symmetryneeds not be fundamental, i.e. existing in some moremirosopi model at the level of its ation.



Generality of inationTheorem. In these models, there exists an open set of lassialsolutions with a non-zero measure in the spae of initialonditions at urvatures muh exeeding those during inationwhih have a metastable inationary stage with a givennumber of e-folds.For the GR inationary model this follows from the generilate-time asymptoti solution for GR with a osmologialonstant found in A. A. Starobinsky, JETP Lett. 37, 55(1983). For the R + R2 model, this was proved inA. A. Starobinsky and H.-J. Shmidt, Class. Quant. 4, 695(1987).



Generi initial onditions near a urvature singularity in thesemodels: anisotropi and inhomogeneous (thoughquasi-homogeneous loally).1. Modi�ed gravity models (the R + R2 and Higgs ones).Struture of the singularity in terms of a loal Bianhi I typemetri:ds2 = dt2 � 3Xi=1 ai jtj2pidx2i ; 0 < s < 3=2; u = s(2� s)where s =Pi pi ; u =Pi p2i . Here R / jtj1�s !1 (for1 < s < 3=2, otherwise it approahes a onstant) andR2 � R��R��. No in�nite number of BKL osillations.2. GR model with a very at potential.A similar behaviour but with s = 1; u < 1 and with negligiblepotential.In both ases, spatial gradients may beome important forsome period before the beginning of ination.



ConlusionsI At present, osmology requires the introdution of fourfundamental onstants to desribe observational data,additional to those known from laboratory physis.I One new onstant has been disovered reentlyns � 1 � �0:04 but this value has been predited by someinationary models inluding the pioneer one (1980).I Regarding the present dark energy:a) still no statistially signi�ant deviation from an exatosmologial onstant;b) one onstant is suÆient to desribe its properties;) no more than one new "oinidene problem".I Regarding the primordial dark energy driving ination inthe early Universe:a number of inationary models having only one freeparameter an explain all existing observational data.



I Namely, there exists a lass of inationary models havingns � 1 = 2N and r � 10N2 whih is most favoured by thePlank and other reent observational data. This lassinludes the one-parametri pioneer R + R2 and Higgsinationary models in modi�ed (salar-tensor) gravity,and more general two-parametri models inluding a GRmodel with a very at inaton potential.I Ination is generi in this models.I Non-Gaussianity of primordial perturbations is small, as inall one-�eld slow-roll inationary models.I The most ritial observational test for these models issmall, but not too small value of r .
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